Bringing Online Programs To Life

THROUGH UPLIFTING CONTENT

We help bring your online program to life—whether your content currently resides on another LMS or is bound together in an old lesson book. We’re experienced in developing and refining course content to ensure that it is best suited to all teachers, learners, and preferred learning environments (synchronous or asynchronous).

Solutions tailored to all timelines & budgets

Dedicated Project Manager who follows your project from beginning to end

Global Team that works 24 hours/day to get more done in less time

Practices anchored 100% in research literature & learning sciences

New Course Build
We are here to support you uplift your course from beginning to end, whether that be implementing a new accreditation strategy, a new program, or building a new course. We will guide you through the process of designing programs or modules, creating content and assessments, sourcing and coding content and graphics, and preparing your program for launch.

Platform Migration
We can help migrate your online and hybrid courses from Blackboard, Coursera, D2L, Docebo, eCollege, Moodle, Saba, Sakai and Udemy to the Canvas Learning Management System. We’ll do the heavy lifting to leave your course optimized for the Canvas interface including the set up of any integrations or tools.

Content Refresh
We are experienced in accessibility, adhering to accreditation standards, and learning and visual design. We do everything from visual lifting to better match your brand identity to complete reworking of learning design and production using existing or new custom course assets and content.

Take Your Program Online >

BOOK CONSULTATION
"Construct is a purchase that gives the ability to activate a team that can take a school’s message and deliver it. Construct creates a great way to provide the first step to helping hesitant teachers to transition into a distance learning environment."

Aaron Ferguson - Design Coach
OXNARD UNION HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT
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